CEO Clubs Lunch Meeting

UAE Influential Leaders shared their perspectives on the subject of
“Growing UAE – Lessons Lived and Learned”
6 December 2017 in Roda Al Murooj, Dubai, UAE
Event’s Insights
One of the most powerful panel discussion among all CEO Clubs monthly lunch meetings was successfully
hosted by CEO Clubs Network on 6 December 2017 in Dubai. Decision makers and business owners from
private and public were brought together in one roof to meet, share and discuss outlooks for better future.
The CEO Clubs Network’s consistency to bringing C-level executives and officials to connect and share ideas
are indeed among of the club’s unique cores.

The CEO Clubs Monthly Lunch Meeting in December was dedicated to the celebration of the UAE’s 46th
National Day where prominent industry leaders were invited to a Panel Discussion on a topic “Growing UAE,
Lessons Lived & Learned.”

The Moderator, CEO of CEO Clubs Network, Dr. Tariq Nizami started the meeting with national Anthem. He
raised unique questions from challenges to lessons, from leadership to vision, and from industry to company
itself which allows each panelist to share insights and the vision from their fields.
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Panelist, Mr. Ramesh Cidambi, COO of Dubai Duty Free, who has been serving Dubai Duty Free for 30 years
shared that the DDF took a simple business concept that if you provide an attractive shopping experience,
good quality of merchandise at good value to the airport passengers, then you can make a living of the
company. The Dubai Duty Free mission written in 1983 and still valid today is that to provide a first class
service to passengers using the airport and promote the Dubai Airport as showcase of the emirate of Dubai.
He also mentioned gaining customer respect and focus on good customer shopping experience will be
continued as the strategy.
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CEO of American University of Sharjah Enterprise, HE Hussain Al Mahmoudi joined the panel and expressed
that we are blessed in this country by the leadership which really believes in education and the role of
education in developing the society. He added that the Founder of UAE, Sheikh Zayed believed on education
from day one, hence, the investments in developing the education eco-system in the UAE have been growing
all over the years. Moreover, he conveyed to the business community they their gateway to maintain
competitiveness and leadership in the market is to invest to R&D aspect of their business because that’s
where we are and the whole world is going.
Mr. Mahmoud El Burai, CEO of Dubai Real Estate Institute joined the panel through Skype expressed how the
leadership of the UAE worked in making the country the most sustainable, happiest and smartest country. He
also added that we are so blessed of the Peace, Security, social sustainability and happiness that this country
is giving.
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The panelist, Director & Partner of Danube Properties , Mr. Atif Rahman shared that one of the most
important factors of their success is the leadership and the vision of the leaders of the country. If the entire
country is not growing or progressing, Danube Property would not be able to achieve what they have
achieved like great sales on their new properties launched recently. He added that the leaders of the country
has transformed UAE into a world of opportunity for the entire world. The other factor is Danube Chairman’s
Leadership and passion transformed the entire group into a success story.
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VP of DXB Entertainments, Mr. Ali Alsuwaidi as one of the panelists expressed that the Dubai Parks and
Resort is not just for Dubai but for the whole world. He narrated that Sheikh Zayed was before asked why he
allowed other nationalities come and live in the UAE. He simply answered “whoever would like to live here is
always welcome. This is not my land. It’s God’s land.” The Dubai Parks and Resort vision is to welcome
everybody coming to the UAE. Dubai has been a gateway to other emirates and DXB Entertainments would
like to have that iconic project the people will become proud of the UAE and to contribute to the success of
this country.

The Chief Executive Officers Clubs create a nurturing environment for CEOs dedicated to improving the
quality and profitability of their enterprises through shared experiences and business opportunities. We
would like to thank the gracious participation of the attendees.

CEO Club is focused on facilitating business deals and connecting our members to other C-Level executives of
different industries locally and internationally. For membership application, please Click Here or email
membership@ceoclubsuae.com or call us at +971 4 346 5101.
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“The Chief Executive Officers Clubs create a nurturing environment for CEOs dedicated to improving the
quality and profitability of their enterprises through shared experiences and business opportunities”

